
 

 
 
 
 
 

PALMING AND DEFLECTIONS 
 
Like all of the training drills we use, the initial drills on palming and deflecting should be aimed at perfecting 
the technique in a non-pressure situation and then building into a game related practice. 
 
Deflecting a ball behind the line for a corner is preferable to playing the ball back infield where an oncoming 
forward can score from the rebound.  The deflection gives the defending team time to reorganise rather than 
defend a loose ball in a dangerous position close to goal. 
 
As the keeper becomes proficient at deflecting, even the hardest shots can be controlled accurately to the 
team’s advantage. 
 
Utilising either the goal or stakes positioned at goal width, the keeper starts in a sitting position with legs 
forward towards the server in the middle about a meter off the line.  A second keeper stands in a position 
just wide of the goals or stakes set to receive the deflected shot and pass back to the server. 
 
The server passes the ball from their hands just wide of the keeper’s outstretched hand, as the keeper rolls 
sideways to intercept the ball they must aim to deflect the ball accurately to the receiving keeper.  For 
maximum strength and accuracy the palm should be slightly angled backwards and the wrist and elbow lifted 
as contact is made with the ball.  
 
In the basic exercise, we use the bottom hand on either side and one ball with the emphasis on good 
technique and controlling the ball with accuracy to the receiver.  Speed and power of serve can be increased 
when the keeper becomes competent with the technique and a second ball can also be introduced. 
 
Care should be taken to ensure the receiving keeper is not sloppy in their technique and moves their feet and 
receives the ball correctly as many deflections will go astray initially.  
 
The next step is to complete the same exercise in a kneeling and standing position with the serve extended 
slightly wider making the keeper stretch for the deflection (do not attempt to use two balls from these 
positions). 
 
These exercises should be repeated with the keeper using the top hand to palm the ball upwards and 
backwards as they fall to the side progressing from a sitting position to a standing position where they must 
dive and palm the ball over the bar. 
 
Every keeper wishes for more height so they can make the save that they just missed as it sped past their 
outstretched fingers. In fact we all have another five possibly six centimeters we do not use when standing or 
sitting in a relaxed situation and could make the difference when making deflected saves, catching highballs 
or diving saves. 
 
By stretching to our maximum height with our hands over our head either in a standing, sitting or kneeling 
position we gain these extra centimeters.  We must consciously stretch out when making our saves in 
practice so it becomes natural to stretch to the maximum at all times.  
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The balls we miss become deflections and the deflections are possible catches if we continuously stretch to 
the maximum and strive for our overall aim at becoming a good all round keeper. 
 
Palming the ball over the bar from a cross or a high shot is a very necessary technique that we use often in a 
match.   While we would always endeavor to catch a ball cleanly, when we are under pressure from attacking 
forwards and the ball is dropping near the bar it is often safer to palm the ball than to catch it.  We must 
always play the safest move first and a corner is better than a dropped ball in this situation. 
 
Keepers must be able to push off and jump with both feet so the leg closer to an attacking player defends the 
keeper from being pushed off balance on any impact.  We then must be confident of using either hand to 
palm the ball over the bar so we can deal with crosses from either side of the field or when moving backward 
to palm over a dropping shot or attempted chip. 
 
Practice drills should include balls served from either side of the goal as well as different angles close to the 
bar with the palm of the hand used to lift the ball up and over the bar. The speed and power of the serve is 
again increased as keeper becomes more competent and players should be sent in to challenge the keeper to 
make the save under pressure in a game related situation.  
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